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 q y.The main result of the paper asserts that if a Jordan pair V s V , V is
 . ys  . X .s -primitive at some 0 / b g V , then it is " -primitive at any 0 / b g V .
Also, if a Jordan triple system T is primitive at some 0 / b g T , then it is primitive
at any 0 / bX g T. As a tool, similar results concerning one-sided primitivity and
)-primitivity of associative pairs and triple systems are established. Equivalences
between our definitions of primitivity and some other appearing in the literature
are also obtained as a consequence. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Primitive Jordan pairs and triple systems were introduced by Zelmanov
w x w x21 in the linear case, and generalized by D'Amour and McCrimmon 3 to
w xthe quadratic case, as a tool to study strongly prime Jordan systems 21, 4 .
A description of linear primitive Jordan triple systems was given by
w x  .Skosyrski 20 , and a classification of general quadratic primitive Jordan
w x w xpairs and triple systems was obtained in 5 and improved in 8 .
Unlike Jordan algebras, primitivity of Jordan systems is given at a
w xparticular element. In this article we solve the question posed in 5, 5.12 ,
proving that primitivity of a Jordan system at some nonzero element
implies primitivity of the system at any other nonzero element. The proof
is based on a direct construction of primitizers for associative systems
which is extended to Jordan systems by using the classification of primitive
w xJordan systems 5, 4.7 and 5.11; 8, 4.5 and 4.6 . This extension makes use of
w xthe local characterization of primitivity for Jordan pairs 5, 3.9 , together
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wwith the local-to-global inheritance of primitivity for Jordan algebras 6,
x4.1 .
After a preliminary section, associative pairs and triple systems are
studied in Section 1, while the results for Jordan systems are given in
Section 2. In both sections we deal first with pairs; the results for triple
systems are obtained from those for pairs with a standard tight double pair
 w x.argument cf. 5 . In Section 3, we show that primitivity of associative pairs
w xcan be reformulated in terms of irreducible representations as in 11 .
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to obtaining the equivalence between the
w xnotions of primitivity and weak primitivity 13, 2.8 and 6.4; 12, A.2.1 for
Jordan systems, which will need the ubiquity of primitivity already proved.
We remark that the key of the proof of our central result Theorem 2.2
w xlies in the use of hermitian ideals for triple systems 1 . Indeed, that proof
w xis based on 6, 4.1 , which, though it is an algebra result, has a triple system
proof involving hearty pentad eaters for Jordan triple systems.
0. PRELIMINARIES
0.1. We will deal with associative and Jordan algebras, pairs, and triple
wsystems over an arbitrary ring of scalars F. The reader is referred to 14,
x17, 9, 15, 5 for basic results, notation, and terminology. However, we will
stress some definitions and basic notions:
}Given a Jordan algebra J, its products will be denoted x 2 and U y,x
for x, y g J. They are quadratic in x and linear in y and have lineariza-
 4tions denoted x( y and U y s xyz , respectively.x, z
 q y.}For a Jordan pair V s V , V we will denote the products by
Q y, for any x g V s, y g Vys , s s ", with linearizations denoted byx
 4Q s xyz .x, z, y
}A Jordan triple system T is given by its products P y, for anyx
 4x, y g T , with linearizations denoted by P y s xyz .x, z
0.2. A Jordan algebra gives rise to a Jordan triple system by simply
forgetting the squaring and letting P s U. By doubling any Jordan triple
 .  .system T one obtains the double Jordan pair V T s T , T with products
 q y.Q y s P y, for any x, y g T. From a Jordan pair V s V , V one canx x
 .  . q yget a polarized Jordan triple system T V s V [ V by defining
 q y. y q w xq y q yP y [ y s Q y [ Q y 15, 1.13 and 1.14 .x [ x x x
Similarly, one can consider the underlying triple system of an associative
 .  .algebra, as well as functors V and T between the categories of
associative pairs and associative triple systems.
 .  .Recall the notion of tight resp. )-tight double pair V T rI of an
w x  .associative or Jordan triple system T 5, 5.1 . The ideal resp. )-ideal I is
 . q ymaximal among the ideals resp. )-ideals satisfying I l I s 0.
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0.3. One can obtain Jordan systems from associative systems by sym-
 q y.metrization: Given an associative pair R s R , R with products xyz for
x, z g Rs, y g Rys , s s " one can construct a Jordan pair denoted Rq.
over the same pair of F-modules as R, with products Q y s xyx for anyx
x g Rs, y g Rys , s s ". Any Jordan pair which is a subpair of Rq., for
some associative pair R, is called special. A particularly important example
 q y.of special Jordan pairs are the so-called ample subpairs H s H , H of
 .an associative pair R with polarized involution ): H : H R, ) s
  q .  y ..  U s s .H R , ) , H R , ) containing all traces x q x g H , for any x g R
s U ys ys w xand satisfying xH x : H for any x g R , s s " 7, 1.7 .
Similar constructions lead to the notions of special Jordan triple systems
and algebras, together with the important cases of ample subspaces of
w X xassociative triple systems and algebras with involution 2, 2.5; 17, 0.8 .
0.4. Local algebras of Jordan and associative systems, introduced in
w x18 , are one of the most useful tools to study primitivity of Jordan pairs
and triple systems. They are the way to connect the categories of algebras
and pairs and triple systems:
 q y. ys}Given an associative pair R s R , R and b g R , the F-mod-
ule Rs becomes an associative algebra, denoted Rs b. and called the
b-homotope of R, with product
x ? y s xby,b
for any x, y g Rs. The set
 s 4Ker b s Ker b s x g R ¬ bxb s 0R
is an ideal of Rs b. and the quotient
Rs s Rs b.rKer bb
is an associative algebra called the local algebra of R at b.
 q y. ys s}Given a Jordan pair V s V , V and b g V , the F-module V
becomes a Jordan algebra, denoted V s b. and called the b-homotope of V,
with products
x 2, b. s Q b , U b. y s Q Q y ,x x x b
for any x, y g V s. The set
Ker b s Ker b s x g V s ¬ Q x s Q Q b s 0 4V b b x
is an ideal of V s b. and the quotient
V s s V s b.rKer bb
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is a Jordan algebra called the local algebra of V at b. When V is
 s 4nondegenerate or special, Ker b s x g V ¬ Q x s 0 .V b
}Homotopes and local algebras of a Jordan algebra J resp. a Jordan
.  .triple system T at an element b are simply those of the Jordan pair V J
  ..resp. V T .
 .  .The foregoing notions are compatible with the functors V and T ,
 w x.as well as with symmetrizations and ample subspaces cf. 5, 0.5 .
0.5. Based on the notion of one-sided modular ideal in associative
w x w xalgebras 19, 2.5.44 , Hogben and McCrimmon defined 13, 2.2]2.4 modu-
 .larity of inner ideals in arbitrary nonunital, quadratic Jordan algebras:
An inner ideal K of a Jordan algebra J is called e-modular e is called a
.modulus for K if
 .i U J : K,1ye
 .  . 4ii 1 y e JK : K,
 .  .iii 1 y e ( K : K,
 . 2iv e y e g K.
 .This just amounts to saying that K q F 1 y e is an inner ideal of the
Ãunital hull J of J. Clearly, if J is unital, an inner ideal K of J is e-modular
 w x.if and only if 1 y e g K cf. 13, 3.5 .
0.6. Recall the notions of primitive associative and Jordan algebras in
terms of modular ideals:
 .  .}An associative algebra resp. )-algebra R is left right primiti¨ e
 .  .resp. )-primiti¨ e if there exists a proper left right ideal K of R, called a
 .primitizer resp. )-primitizer of R, which is e-modular for some modulus
 . we g R and complements nonzero ideals resp. )-ideals I q K s R for
 . xany nonzero ideal resp. )-ideal I of R .
wRecall that left and right primitivity are not equivalent notions 19,
x2.1.36 , while left )-primitivity and right )-primitivity are equivalent, since
) is an anti-isomorphism of R.
}A Jordan algebra J is primitive if there exists a proper inner ideal
K of J, called a primitizer of J, which is e-modular for some modulus e g J
 .and complements nonzero ideals I q K s J for any nonzero ideal I of J .
0.7. Unlike the algebra case, primitivity of associative and Jordan pairs
is given at a particular element:
 .}An associative pair resp. pair with polarized involution ) R is left
 .  .   .right s -primiti¨ e or simply primiti¨ e resp. s -)-primiti¨ e or simply
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. ys   ys ..)-primiti¨ e at b g R resp. b g H R , ) if there exists a proper left
 .  s .  .right ideal K of R K : R , called primitizer resp. )-primitizer at b of
s R, which is c-modular at b for some modulus c g R i.e., K is c-modular
s b..  . w s sin R and complements nonzero ideals resp. )-ideals I q K s R
 . x  w x.for any nonzero ideal resp. )-ideal I of R see 5, 1.1 and 1.3 .
 .  .Again left s -)-primitivity and right s -)-primitivity are equivalent,
since ) is an antiisomorphism of R.
 . ys}A Jordan pair V is s -primiti¨ e, or simply primiti¨ e at b g V if
 s .there exists a proper inner ideal K of V K : V , called a primitizer at b
s of V, which is c-modular at b for some modulus c g V i.e., K is
s b..  s sc-modular in V and complements nonzero ideals I q K s V for
.  w x.any nonzero ideal I of V see 5, 3.1 .
Primitivity and )-primitivity of triple systems is given in similar terms as
the corresponding notions for pairs, simply forgetting the superscripts ".
0.8. Recall that primitivity implies primeness:
 .}A one-sided primitive resp. )-primitive associative algebra, pair,
 . w x  wor triple system is always prime resp. )-prime 19, 2.1.14; 5, 1.2 resp. 9,
x.4.4; 5, 1.3 .
}A primitive Jordan algebra, pair, or triple system is always strongly
w xprime 13, 5.5; 5, 3.9 and 3.8 .
w x0.9. Local Characterization of Primiti¨ ity for Jordan Pairs 3, 6.1; 5, 3.9
A Jordan pair V is primitive at b g Vys if and only if V is strongly
prime and V s is a primitive algebra.b
0.10. Local Characterization of Primiti¨ ity for Jordan Algebras
 .i If a Jordan algebra J is primitive, then any local algebra J , forb
w  .xany 0 / b g J, is primitive 10, 4.1 ii .
 .ii A strongly prime Jordan algebra J having a primitive local
w xalgebra J , for some 0 / b g J, is primitive 6, 4.1 .b
0.11 Remark. Notice that Sections 0.9 and 0.10 show that primitivity is
 .ubiquitous for any Jordan pair V J obtained by duplication of a Jordan
algebra J. Indeed, if a Jordan algebra J is primitive, then J is primitiveb
 .  .s  .for any 0 / b g J by Section 0.10 i . Since V J s J and V J is stronglyb b
w x  .  .  ..prime by 7, 1.12 , V J is " -primitive at any 0 / b g J s V J by
 .  . ysSection 0.9. Conversely, if V J is s -primitive at some 0 / b g V s J,
 .sthen V J s J is primitive by Section 0.9 and J is primitive by Sectionb b
 . w x0.10 ii since J is strongly prime by 7, 1.12 . In particular, we have shown
 .  .  .ys  .that if V J is s -primitive at some 0 / b g V J for some s s " ,0
 .  .  ..then V J is t -primitive at any 0 / b g V J .
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1. ASSOCIATIVE PAIRS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMS
Due to the linear nature of the notion of one-sided ideal in an associa-
tive pair, a direct construction of primitizers allows a direct proof of the
main results of this article for associative systems.
1.1 PROPOSITION. Let R be an associati¨ e pair resp. associati¨ e pair with
.  .  .   .polarized in¨olution ) , which is left right s -primiti¨ e resp. s -)-primi-
. ys   ys ..ti¨ e at 0 / b g R resp. 0 / b g H R , ) , s s ". Then R is left0 0
 .  .   . . ysright s -primiti¨ e resp. s -)-primiti¨ e at b, for any 0 / b g R
  ys ..resp. 0 / b g H R , ) .
 .   .Proof. Assume, for example, that R is left q -primitive resp. q -)-
. y   y ..primitive at b g R resp. b g H R , ) and let M be a primitizer0 0
 . qresp. )-primitizer of R at b with modulus c g R . By using Zorn's0 0
lemma, we can assume that M is a maximal left ideal.
y   y ..Let 0 / b g R resp. b g H R , ) , and let S be the nonzero ideal of
R generated by b it is a )-ideal of R in the case with involution since
U . w x q q q q qb s b . Clearly 5, 1.6 , S s R bR and M / R s M q S using
properness of M and the fact that M complements nonzero ideals. Hence
Sq is not contained in M and we can find u g Rq such that
Rqbu ­ M . i .
By maximality of M,
Rqbu q M s Rq ii .
and there exists c g Rq such that
u y cbu g M . iii .
Let
 q 4L s x g R ¬ xbu g M .
 q.It is clear that L is a left ideal of R contained in R since M is a left
 .ideal of R. Moreover, L is proper by i and it is c-modular at b:
q yy y ybc bu s yb u y cbu g R R M by iii .  .  .
: M
since M is a left ideal.
 .We just need to show that L complements nonzero ideals resp. )-ideals
 .of R. Let I be a nonzero ideal resp. )-ideal of R. We claim
Iqbu ­ M . iv .
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Otherwise,
q q q qI bR s I b R bu q M by ii .  .
s IqbRqbu q IqbM : Iqbu q M
w xsince I is an ideal and M is a left ideal
: M ;
thus RqbIqbRq: RqbM : M since M is a left ideal, which contradicts
 . q q qthe fact that M complements nonzero ideals resp. )-ideals : R bI bR
 .  . q  w x.is the q -part of the ideal resp. )-ideal generated by bI b see 5, 1.6 ,
w  .x  . q y which is nonzero by 5, 1.7 ii applied to T R and its ideal I [ I recall
 .  .that R is prime resp. )-prime by Section 0.8, and thus T R is prime
 . w  .x.resp. )-prime by 5, 1.4 i .
 . qUsing iv , the maximality of M, and the fact that I bu is a left ideal of
R, we have Iqbu q M s Rq and there exists d g Iq and m g M such
that
cbu s dbu q m. v .
Now, for any x g Rq,
x y xbd bu s xbu y xbdbu s xbu y xb cbu y m by v .  .  .
s xb u y cbu q xbm g xbM q xbM by iii .  .
: M
since M is a left ideal of R. We have shown that x y xbd g L, hence
x s x y xbd q xbd g L q Iq .
q q qsince I is an ideal of R and d g I , which shows R s L q I .
1.2 PROPOSITION. Let R be an associati¨ e pair resp. associati¨ e pair with
.  .  .   .polarized in¨olution ) , which is left right s -primiti¨ e resp. s -)-primi-
.  .  . ti¨ e at some element, s s ". Then R is left right ys -primiti¨ e resp.
 . .ys -)-primiti¨ e at some element.
 . yProof. Assume, for example, that R is left q -primitive at b g R
  .  y .. resp. q -)-primitive at b g H R , ) and let M be a primitizer resp.
. q w)-primitizer at b with modulus c g R in the case with involution, we
can replace c by c q cU y cU bc, if necessary and assume that c g
 q .  w x.xH R , ) cf. 5, p. 644 .
Let
K s RyMb q Ry 1 y cb , .
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y .  y4where R 1 y cb denotes the set x y xcb ¬ x g R . Clearly K is a left
ideal of R contained in Ry and it is b-modular at c since it contains
y .R 1 y cb .
We show that K is proper: Otherwise K s Ry and we can write
b s x y b q x y xcb, i i
for some x , x g Ry, y g M. Now, for any z g Rq,i i
zbc s z x y b q x y xcb c s zx y bc q zxc y zxcbc g M . i .  . . i i i i
 .  .Indeed zxc y zxcbc s zxc y zxc bc g M by c-modularity of M at b
and
w xzx y bc g Mbc since M is a left ideal .i i
: M
w  . xsince M is c-modular at b for any m g M, mbc s m y m y mbc g M .
Thus
z s z y zbc q zbc g M
 . qby c-modularity of M at b and i . We have shown M s R , which is a
contradiction.
 .It remains to prove that K complements nonzero ideals resp. )-ideals
 .of R. Let I be a nonzero ideal resp. )-ideal of R. Since M is a
 . q q X qprimitizer resp. )-primitizer , I q M s R and we can find c g I
X X  y .which is a modulus for M at b. Let b s bc b g I because I is an ideal .
For any x g Ry,
x y xcbX s x y xcbcX b s x y xcb q xcb y xcbcX b
s x y xcb y x c y cbcX b g K q xMb .  .
w X xsince K is b-modular at c and M is c -modular at b
: K
by definition of K. However, xcbX g Iy, since I is an ideal of R and
bX g Iy, hence x g Iyq K, showing Rys Iyq K.
qWe have shown that K is a primitizer of R at c g R .
Putting together Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, we obtain the following
theorem.
1.3 THEOREM. Let R be an associati¨ e pair resp. associati¨ e pair with
.  .  .   .polarized in¨olution ) , which is left right s -primiti¨ e resp. s -)-primi-
. ys   ys ..ti¨ e at 0 / b g R resp. 0 / b g H R , ) , for some s s ". Then0 0
 .  .   . .R is left right q -primiti¨ e resp. q -)-primiti¨ e at b, for any 0 / b g
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y   y ..  .  .   .R resp. 0 / b g H R , ) and left right y -primiti¨ e resp. y -)-
. q   q ..primiti¨ e at b, for any 0 / b g R resp. 0 / b g H R , ) .
1.4 Remark. After Theorem 1.3, there is no need to mention the
 .element or the " -part at which one-sided primitivity or )-primitivity of
 .an associative pair R holds. We will just say that R is left right primiti¨ e
or )-primiti¨ e.
An analogue of Proposition 1.1 can be obtained for associative triple
systems.
1.5 THEOREM. Let R be an associati¨ e triple system resp. associati¨ e
.  . triple system with in¨olution ) , which is left right primiti¨ e resp. )-primi-
.   ..  .ti¨ e at 0 / b g R resp. 0 / b g H R, ) . Then R is left right primi-0 0
 .   ..ti¨ e resp. )-primiti¨ e at b, for any 0 / b g R resp. 0 / b g H R, ) .
 .  .Proof. Let V s V R rI be a tight resp. )-tight double pair of R. By
w  . .x  .  .   . .5, 5.2 i c , V is left right q -primitive resp. q -)-primitive at
y  .  .   . . qb q I or left right y -primitive resp. y -)-primitive at b q I .0 0
  .. w  .x qLet 0 / b g R resp. 0 / b g H R, ) . By 5, 5.1 i , either 0 / b q I
y  .  . or 0 / b q I . By Theorem 1.3, V is either left right q -primitive resp.
 . . y  .  .   .q -)-primitive at b q I or left right y -primitive resp. y -)-
. q  .  .primitive at b q I . Hence R is left right primitive resp. )-primitive at
w  . .xb by 5, 5.2 i c .
1.6 Remark. As for associative pairs, after Theorem 1.5, there is no
need to mention the element at which one-sided primitivity or )-primitiv-
ity of an associative triple system R holds. We will just say that R is left
 .right primiti¨ e or )-primiti¨ e.
w x1.7 Remark. Notice that Theorem 1.5 implies Theorem 1.3 by 5, 1.4 .
However, problems in the generation of ideals, make a direct translation
of the proof of Proposition 1.1 to triple systems impossible: when consider-
ing, for example, the ideal S generated by b, in the pair case we just need
to consider RqbRq, i.e., Sq, while in the triple system case, the whole ideal
S s Fb q RRb q RbR q bRR q RRbRR should be considered. The prob-
lem comes from the fact that primitivity of an associative triple system R is
 .  w x.a weaker notion than primitivity of V R cf. 5, 1.5 , so that to reach
Theorem 1.5 we need to take the two steps Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, and
 w x.then use tight double pairs cf. 5 .
2. JORDAN PAIRS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMS
We begin with a result which shows that the desired property is
inherited from any nonzero ideal.
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2.1 LEMMA. Let V be a strongly prime Jordan pair and let I be a nonzero
 . ysideal of V such that I is s -primiti¨ e at any 0 / b g I . Then V is
 . ys  .s -primiti¨ e at any 0 / b g V s s " .
y w xProof. Put, for example, s s q. Let 0 / b g V . By 5, 4.1 , there
exists x g Iq such that 0 / bX s Q x. Now 0 / bX g Iy, since I is an idealb
 . X  .of V and I is q -primitive at b by the hypothesis. Hence V is q -primi-
X w x qXtive at b by 5, 4.4 and its local algebra V is primitive by Section 0.9.b
However,
VqX s Vq ( Vq . xqKer bb Q x b Vb
 w  .x. q  . qcf. 5, 4.3 ii . Now V is primitive by Section 0.10 ii since V is stronglyb b
w x  .prime by 7, 3.2 , hence V is q -primitive at b by Section 0.9.
Now, the main theorem for Jordan pairs follows by restriction to a
``suitable'' ideal.
 .2.2 THEOREM. Let V be a Jordan pair which is s -primiti¨ e at some
ys  . q0 / b g V , for some s s ". Then V is q -primiti¨ e at any 0 / b g V0
 . qand y -primiti¨ e at any 0 / b g V .
w xProof. By the description of primitive Jordan pairs 5, 4.7 , we can
restrict ourselves to the hermitian case, i.e., we can assume that V has a
 .nonzero ideal I which is an ample subpair H R, ) of a )-primitive0
 .associative pair R. By Theorem 1.3, R is q -)-primitive at any 0 / b g
 y .  .  q . w  .xH R , ) and y -)-primitive at any 0 / b g H R , ) . By 5, 4.6 ii , I
 . y  .is q -)-primitive at any 0 / b g I and y -)-primitive at any 0 / b g
q  .  .  .I . By Lemma 2.1 applied to the q and y parts, V is q -)-primitive
y q .at any 0 / b g V and y -)-primitive at any 0 / b g V .
2.3 Remark. By Theorem 2.2, there is no need to mention the element
 .or the " -part at which primitivity of a Jordan pair V holds. We will just
say that V is primiti¨ e.
2.4 THEOREM. Let T be a Jordan triple system which is primiti¨ e at some
0 / b g T. Then T is primiti¨ e at any 0 / b g T.0
w  . .xProof. By using a tight double pair of T and 5, 5.2 ii c , the proof of
Theorem 1.5 applies verbatim to obtain the result from Theorem 2.2.
2.5 Remark. By Theorem 2.4, there is no need to mention the element
at which primitivity of a Jordan triple system T holds. We will just say that
T is primiti¨ e.
2.6 Remark. As in the associative case, Theorem 2.4 implies Theorem
 w x.2.2 cf. 3, 5.5 . However, the weaker local characterization of primitivity
w xin Jordan triple systems 5, 3.8 , makes a direct translation of the proof of
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Lemma 2.1 to triple systems impossible in general, a Jordan triple system
w x.can be primitive at b g T , with a nonprimitive local algebra T 3, 6.2 .b
To summarize, we will rewrite neater versions of the most important
w x w xresults of 5 , regarding the preceding theorems, together with 8 :
w x2.7 COROLLARY 5, 4.7; 8, 4.6 . A Jordan pair V is primiti¨ e if and only if
one of the following holds:
 .i V is a simple Jordan pair equaling its socle.
 .  .ii V consists of hermitian elements: V has an ideal 0 / H R, ) ,0
which is an ample subpair of a )-primiti¨ e associati¨ e pair R with polarized
  . .  .in¨olution ) and V is a subpair of H Q R , ) , where Q R is the Martindale
pair of symmetric quotients of R.
w x2.8 COROLLARY 5, 5.11; 8, 4.5 . A Jordan triple system T is primiti¨ e if
and only if one of the following holds:
 .i T is a simple Jordan triple system equaling its socle.
 .  .ii T consists of hermitian elements: T has an ideal 0 / H R, ) ,0
which is an ample subspace of a )-primiti¨ e associati¨ e triple system R with
  . .  .in¨olution ) and T is a subsystem of H Q R , ) , where Q R is the
Martindale triple system of symmetric quotients of R.
w  .xThe question posed by Loos and Neher in 16, 2.8 i concerning primi-
 w x.tivity now has a complete answer cf. 5, 3.10 .
2.9 COROLLARY. Let V be a Jordan pair, 0 / M : Vys be an inner ideal
 s sof V, and W be the subquotient of V determined by M W s V rKer M,
ys .W s M .
 .i If V is primiti¨ e, then W is primiti¨ e.
 .ii If V is strongly prime and W is primiti¨ e, then V is primiti¨ e.
 . w xProof. i is just 5, 3.10 using Theorem 2.2.
 . ys  .ii Applying Theorem 2.2 to any 0 / b g W , W is s -primitive
at b g Wys s M. Then the local algebra W s is primitive by Section 0.9,b
s s  .but W is clearly isomorphic to V , hence V is s -primitive at b.b b
3. AN ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION OF PRIMITIVITY
FOR ASSOCIATIVE PAIRS
3.1. Primiti¨ ity of Associati¨ e Pairs ¨ia Representations
w x w xIn 11 , a definition of primitivity for associative pairs 11, 2.2 is given in
wterms of representations, obtaining a Jacobson density theorem 11, Theo-
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x wrem 1 . The authors give an internal characterization of primitivity 11,
x2.4 , which can be written with our notation in the following way: An
 q y.associative pair R s R , R is left primiti¨ e if there exists a pair of
 . q q y ymaximal proper left ideals I : R , I : R such that:
 .  q y. q y s ys s si There exists e , e g R = R such that R I e : I ,
s s ",
 . s  ys s . s s s ysii R 1 y e e : I , i.e., I is e -modular at e ,
 .  s .  s .  s ys s s 4iii I : R s 0, where I : R s x g R ¬ xR R : I .
Reversing products leads to the notion of right primitivity.
Our aim is to use this internal characterization to see that this definition
of primitivity coincides with that given in Section 0.7. We start by showing
 .  .that we have the q and y -coreless conditions under the hypothesis of
 w x.Section 3.1 cf. 5, 1.1 and 1.2 .
3.2 LEMMA. Let R be a left or right primiti¨ e associati¨ e pair in the sense
of Section 3.1. If L is a nonzero ideal of R, then Lq/ 0 and Ly/ 0.
Proof. Let us suppose, for example, that R is left primitive in the sense
 .of Section 3.1. Due to the " -symmetry in the notion of left primitivity
given in Section 3.1, we just need to show that Ly/ 0. Assume, on the
contrary, that Lys 0.
Notice that 0 / Lq is not contained in Iq since, otherwise, LqRyRq:
q q q  q . qL : I leads to the contradiction 0 / L : I : R . By maximality of I
as a left ideal, we get Rqs Lqq Iq, which allows us to choose a modulus
q q y w  .d g L for I at e recall that the notion of modularity in Section 3.1 ii
x 2, ey.coincides with the one used in Section 0.7 . Now, d is a modulus for
q y y y w y yI at e for the same reasons, providing x s x y xe de d for e de g
y q y y x q qR L R : L s 0 g I , for any x g R , which contradicts the proper-
qness of I .
Notice that in the previous proof we just use the assumptions of Sections
 .  . s s ys3.1 ii and iii for a maximal proper left ideal I : R to get L / 0 for
a nonzero ideal L of R, s s " independently.
 .3.3 THEOREM. For an associati¨ e pair, left resp. right primiti¨ ity in the
 .sense of Section 0.7 is equi¨ alent to left resp. right primiti¨ ity in the sense of
Section 3.1.
 .Proof. Let R be an associative pair which is, for example, left q -
primitive at b g Ry in the sense of Section 0.7. Let M be a primitizer of
R at b with modulus c. Using Zorn's lemma, we can assume that M is a
 .maximal left ideal. As in the proof of Proposition 1.2 , we find the left
y y .ideal K s R Mb q R 1 y cb which is a primitizer of R at c with
modulus b. Applying again Zorn's Lemma, we can assume that K is a
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maximal left ideal and
RyMb : K . I .
We will show that the conditions of Section 3.1 are fulfilled by
Iq, Iy s M , K , eq, ey s c, b . .  .  .  .
 .  . qi By I , we just need to show that R Kc : M:
RqKc s RqRyMbc q RqRy 1 y cb c : Mbc q RqRyc 1 y bc .  .
w xM is a left ideal
: Mbc q Rq 1 y bc : M .
by c-modularity of M at b, which yields, in particular, mbc s m y m y
.mbc g M for any m g M.
 .ii is just the modularity of M and K.
 .  .iii If 0 / x g M : R , let L be the ideal of R generated by x.
Clearly Lqs F x q RqRyx q xRyRqq RqRyxRyRq. We will show that
Lq: M, which contradicts the fact that M complements nonzero ideals:
y q w xx s x y xbc q xbc g M q xR R since M is c-modular at b
: M
 . y q q yby the definition of M : R , and xR R : M too. Now, R R x q
RqRyxRyRq: M since M is a left ideal of R. We have shown that
 .  .M : R s 0. Similarly K : R s 0.
 q y.  q y.Conversely, assume that I , I , e , e satisfy the conditions of Sec-
tion 3.1. We will show that Iq is a left primitizer of R at ey with modulus
eq. We have that Iq is a proper left ideal which is eq-modular at ey by
 . q q q y qSection 3.1 ii . Let L be a nonzero ideal of R. If L : I , then L R R
q q q  q . q: L : I because L is an ideal, hence L : I : R and L s 0 by
 . q qSection 3.1 iii , which is impossible by Lemma 3.2. Hence L ­ I and
q q q qL q I s R by maximality of I .
4. WEAK PRIMITIVITY IN JORDAN SYSTEMS
4.1. An inner ideal K of a Jordan algebra J is said to be weakly
w x  .  .e-modular 13, 2.8 for e g J if it satisfies conditions i and ii of Section
0.5. Obviously an e-modular inner ideal is weakly e-modular.
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4.2. An algebra J will be called weakly primiti¨ e if there exists a
proper, weakly e-modular inner ideal K of J called a weak primitizer of
.J , for some modulus e g J, which complements nonzero ideals of J
 .I q K s J for any nonzero ideal I of J .
4.3. The notion of primitizer has changed in the course of time while
the notion of primitivity remained stable. Indeed, the present notion given
w xin Section 0.6 corresponds to the so-called proto-primitizer in 9, 0.6 , which
was shown to be easier to deal with. However, when considering the
w xJacobson radical it is better to use maximal-modular primitizers 13, 5.3 :
}An inner ideal K of a Jordan algebra J is called maximal-modular
w x13, p. 161 if it is maximal among all proper e-modular inner ideals of J,
for some e g J. Similarly, a maximal-weakly modular inner ideal of J is an
inner ideal of J which is maximal among all proper weakly e-modular
inner ideals for some e g J.
w xIn 13, 3.1 it is proved that a modular inner ideal is proper if and only if
it does not contain its modulus, and the proof extends verbatim to weak
w x  w x.modularity 12, A.1.4 cf. 13, 2.10 . Hence using Zorn's lemma, any
proper modular inner ideal of an algebra J is contained in a maximal-
w xmodular inner ideal 13, 3.2 . Thus any primitizer K of an algebra J in the
sense of Section 0.6 is contained in a maximal-modular inner ideal, which
obviously remains a primitizer of J and does not contain nonzero ideals of
J. Using the fact that the sum I q K of an ideal I of J and an e-modular
inner ideal K remains an e-modular inner ideal, any maximal-modular
inner ideal of J with zero core is a primitizer of J. This gives an
 w x.alternative definition of primitivity the original 13, 5.3 , and the forego-
ing statement extends with obvious changes to weak modularity and weak
primitivity:
 .}A Jordan algebra J is primitive resp. weakly primitive if and only
 .if there exists a maximal-modular resp. maximal-weakly modular inner
 .ideal K with zero core I ­ K for any nonzero ideal I of J .
w xBy a direct extension of inner ideals 13, 6.1 , the equivalence between
w xprimitivity and weak primitivity for Jordan algebras is established in 13 :
w x4.4 THEOREM 13, 6.4 . An inner ideal K of a Jordan algebra J is
maximal-modular if and only if it is maximal-weakly modular. A Jordan
algebra J is primiti¨ e if and only if it is weakly primiti¨ e.
4.5. We will recall the notions of primitivity and modularity for Jordan
w xpairs given by Hessenberger and Loos 12 . To avoid confusion we will use
the adjective weak to refer to both primitivity and modularity in the sense
w xof 12 .
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w x q4.6 12, A.1.1 and A.1.6 . An inner ideal K : V of a Jordan pair V is
 .  . q ysaid to be weakly x, y -modular, for some x, y g V = V if
B x q K , y Vq: K . i .  .
y  .An inner ideal L : V is said to be weakly x, y -modular if
B y q L, x Vy: L. ii .  .
An inner ideal contained in V s is called maximal-weakly modular if it is
 .maximal among all proper, weakly x, y -modular inner ideals contained in
s  . s ysV , for some x, y g V = V .
 q y. s4.7 Remark. Weak x , x -modularity of an inner ideal K : V of a
Jordan pair V is equivalent to weak x s-modularity of K as an inner ideal
s  xys . b.  w x.of V , since B s U cf. 15, 2.11 . Hence, as a consequence ofa, b 1ya
 .the corresponding fact for Jordan algebras Section 4.1 we have that if an
s s ys  q y.inner ideal K : V is x -modular at x , then it is weakly x , x -mod-
ular.
w x s4.8 12, A.2.1 . Given a Jordan pair V, we say that V is weakly
primiti¨ e if there exists a maximal-weakly modular inner ideal M s : V s
which does not contain nonzero ideals of V: If I is a nonzero ideal of V,
s s  s .then I ­ M in particular, I / 0 for any nonzero ideal I of V . A
Jordan pair V is said to be weakly primiti¨ e if Vq and Vy are both weakly
primitive.
By an argument similar to that in Section 4.3 it can be shown that
Given a Jordan pair V, V s is weakly primitive if and only if
s sthere exists a proper inner ideal M : V , called a weak
s  .primitizer of V , which is weakly x, y -modular for some
s ys .x, y gV = V and complements nonzero ideals of V:
s s s  wI q M s V for any nonzero ideal I of V cf. 12, A.1.4,
x.A.1.7, and A.1.8 .
w xWe next prove a generalization of 12, A.2.8 in which just weak
primitivity of V s for some s s " is assumed.
4.9 LEMMA. Let V be a Jordan pair. If V s is weakly primiti¨ e for some
s s ", then V is strongly prime.
Proof. Put s s q, for example, and let M : Vq be a proper, weakly
 .x, y -modular inner ideal complementing nonzero ideals of V. Then M is
obviously a proper inner ideal of the homotope algebra J s Vq y . and it is
weakly x-modular in J by Remark 4.7. By Section 4.3, M is contained in a
maximal-weakly modular inner ideal K of J. Notice that, in spite of
Remark 4.7, we have to construct such an ideal of J, even if we started by
taking M maximal-weakly modular, since J may have inner ideals not
q .coming from an inner ideal of V . Hence K is maximal-modular in J by
Theorem 4.4.
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 q y.Let S s S , S be the nondegenerate radical of V. If S / 0, then
Sqq M s Vq, hence Sqq K s J and there exists a modulus e of K such
q w x n n, y .that e g S . Now, by proper nilness of S 15, 4.15 , some power e s e
n w xs 0, but e is a modulus for K by 13, 2.10 , which contradicts properness
w xof K using 13, 3.1 . We have shown S s 0, i.e., V is nondegenerate.
Let I, L be nonzero ideals of V. Hence Iqq M s Vq and Lqq M s Vq,
q q w xwhich implies I q K s J and L q K s J. Now, the proof of 13, 5.5
applies verbatim to show that U  y .Lq/ 0, i.e., Q qQ Lq/ 0, which provesq I yI
that I and L are not orthogonal and establishes the primeness of V.
4.10 THEOREM. Let V be a Jordan pair. Then V s is weakly primiti¨ e if
 .and only if V is s -primiti¨ e.
 .Proof. By Remark 4.7 and Section 4.8 we have that if V is s -primi-
tive, then V s is weakly primitive.
Conversely, assume, for example, that Vq is weakly primitive, with
 . qweakly x, y -modular primitizer M : V . As in Lemma 4.9, we can find a
maximal-modular inner ideal K of J s Vq y . with modulus x which
contains M.
Although K complements nonzero ideals of V, it is not in general a
primitizer of V since it might not be an inner ideal of V. Hence, we prove
instead that K provides a primitizer of the local algebra Vq and apply they
.local characterization of primitivity for pairs from Section 0.9.
q q y .Put J s V s V rKer y s JrKer y and denote by an overbar they V V
homomorphic images in J of elements and subsets of J. To show that K
complements nonzero ideals of J we follow the proof of D'Amour and
w xMcCrimmon 3, Sections 3 and 4 :
w xWe begin by obtaining the pair version of 3, 3.7 : The algebra J will be
primitive if
 .i for every ideal L of J strictly containing Ker y, there exists aV
 qnonzero ideal I of V such that I is y-nil mod L i.e., I is nil in J
.mod L .
w q q q qFor the nonzero ideal I of V, I q M s V , hence I q K s J s V
q w xsince M : K, and we can find a modulus c g I of K in J. By 13, 2.10 ,
cn s cn, y . is a modulus for K for all n. By y-nilness of I mod L, some
n n, y . w xpower c s c g L. Hence L q K s J by 13, 3.1 since L q K is a
n  . nc -modular inner ideal of J Section 4.3 containing its modulus c . This
shows that K complements nonzero ideals of J, while K being x-modular
is straightforward from x-modularity of K ; properness of K follows as in
w x xthe proof of 3, 3.7 .
 .Once we have i , we go on with the construction of such an I.
w x  .By 3, 3.8 applied to T V , which is nondegenerate since V is so by
 . q  .Lemma 4.9, for any ideal L as in i , there are inner ideals C s P P T V ,z y
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y  .  . q y yqand C s P P P T V of T V , for some z g L [ V , such that P Cy z y C
q y q y  ./ 0 and C q P C : L q V . By polarization of T V , z can beT V .
 .replaced by its q -component so that we obtain:
 .ii There are inner ideals
Cqs Q Q Vq: Vq, Cys Q Q Q Vq: Vyz y y z y
 . y yq qof V and T V , for some z g L, such that P C s Q C / 0 andC C
Cqq P Cys Cqq Q qCy: L.T V . V
w x  . q yWe can apply 3, 4.13 to T V and its inner ideal C s C [ C to get
that
 .  .iii the ideal B of T V generated by P C is strictly properly nilC
mod C q P C.T V .
y  .  .qNow 0 / Q C : P C by ii , hence B is a nonzero ideal of T V .C C
y q  q y. s sqMoreover, 0 / Q C : B l V , hence I s I , I , for I s B l V , isC
 .a nonzero ideal of V satisfying i . Indeed, since B is properly nil
 . q qmod C q P C by iii , we have by polarization that I is y-nil mod CT V .
y  .q P C : L by ii .T V .
 .Finally q -primitivity of V at y follows by Section 0.9, since V is
strongly prime by Lemma 4.9.
As a consequence of Theorem 4.10 and Proposition 2.2 we obtain
4.11 COROLLARY. A Jordan pair is primiti¨ e if and only if it is weakly
primiti¨ e.
4.12 COROLLARY. Let V be a Jordan pair. Then Vq is weakly primiti¨ e if
and only if Vy is weakly primiti¨ e.
Similar notions and results can be established for triple systems:
4.13. An inner ideal K : T of a Jordan triple system T is said to be
 .  .weakly x, y -modular, for some x, y g T = T , if
B x q K , y T : K . i .  .
An inner ideal of T is called maximal-weakly modular if it is maximal
 .among all proper weakly x, y -modular inner ideals of T , for some
 .x, y g T = T.
 .4.14 Remark. Weak x, y -modularity of an inner ideal K of Jordan
triple system T is equivalent to weak x-modularity of K as an inner ideal
 y . b.  w x.of T , since B s U cf. 15, 2.11 . Hence, as a consequence of thea, b 1ya
 .corresponding fact for Jordan algebras Section 4.1 we have that if an
 .inner ideal K of T is x-modular at y, then it is weakly x, y -modular.
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4.15. Given a Jordan triple system T , we say that T is weakly primiti¨ e
if there exists a maximal-weakly modular inner ideal M of T which does
not contain nonzero ideals of T : If I is a nonzero ideal of T , then I ­ M.
By an argument similar to that in Sections 4.3 and 4.8 it can be shown
that
A Jordan triple system T is weakly primitive if and only if there
exists a proper inner ideal M of T it will be called a weak
.  .primitizer of T which is weakly x, y -modular for some
 .x, y gT = T and complements nonzero ideals of T : I q M
s T for any nonzero ideal I of T.
 w  . . x.4.16 LEMMA Weak- 5, 5.2 ii c ; 3, 5.8 . Let T be a Jordan triple system
 .and V s V T rI be a tight double pair of T. Then T is weakly primiti¨ e if and
only if V is weakly primiti¨ e.
Proof. Assume that T is weakly primitive and let K be a weak
 .primitizer of T which is a weak x, y -modular inner ideal. As in the proof
w x q . q q y .of 3, 5.8 at least one among p K s K q I rI and p K s K q
y y q . qI rI is a proper inner ideal of V. Put, for example, p K / V . It is
q .  q y.straightforward to show that p K is weakly x q I , y q I -modular in
q .V. Moreover, p K complements nonzero ideals of V, again applying
w xverbatim the corresponding argument in the proof of 3, 5.8 .
Conversely, if V is weakly primitive, let KrIq: Vq be a weak primi-
q  q y.tizer of V which is weakly modular with modulus x q I , y q I . Now
w  . .  . .xwe can proceed as in the proof of 5, 5.2 i c and 5.2 ii c to show that K
 .is a weak primitizer of T which is x, y -modular.
4.17 THEOREM. A Jordan triple system is primiti¨ e if and only if it is
weakly primiti¨ e.
Proof. Let T be a Jordan triple system. Take a tight double pair
 . wV s V T rI of T. Now T is primitive if and only if V is primitive by 5,
 . .x5.2 ii c and Remarks 2.3 and 2.5, which is equivalent to V being weakly
primitive by Corollary 4.11, hence equivalent to T being weakly primitive
by Lemma 4.16
4.18. Structure Theory of Jordan Systems with Respect to the
Jacobson Radical
w xIn 13, 5.1 and 5.4 , it is shown that
 .i for any Jordan algebra J, the quotient JrRad J, where Rad J is
the Jacobson radical of J, is a subdirect product of primitive algebras.
w xThe corresponding extension of the proof of 13, 5.4 to Jordan pairs can
w xbe skipped by using 12, A.3.7 and Theorem 4.10 to obtain that,
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 .ii for any Jordan pair V, the quotient VrRad V, where Rad V is
the Jacobson radical of V, is a subdirect product of primitive pairs.
w xConcerning triple systems, the proof of 12, 3.7 applies by simply forget-
ting the superscripts " to show that the quotient of a Jordan triple system
by its Jacobson radical is a subdirect product of weakly primitive systems.
Thus Theorem 4.17 yields
 .iii for a Jordan triple system T , the quotient TrRad T , where
Rad T is the Jacobson radical of T , is a subdirect product of primitive
triple systems.
4.19. Final Remark and an Open Question
w xNotice that in the algebra case, a direct computation 13, 6.1 shows the
equality between maximal-modular inner ideals and maximal-weakly mod-
ular inner ideals, which leads to the equivalence between primitivity and
wweak primitivity for Jordan algebras. Instead of trying to generalize 13,
x6.1 to Jordan pairs and triple systems, which seems to be highly nontrivial,
we use local algebras and tight double pairs to obtain the equivalence
between primitivity and weak primitivity for pairs and triple systems
directly from the corresponding result for algebras. Hence, this leaves
open the following question:
 .i Are maximal-modularity and maximal-weak modularity equiva-
lent notions in Jordan pairs and triple systems?
 .By using Zorn's lemma, i is equivalent to
 .ii Is every proper, weakly modular inner ideal in a Jordan pair or
triple system always contained in a proper, modular inner ideal?
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